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Numerical study of wave localization in systems with disorder and/or fractal characteristics is considered. Computational
techniques employed entail solving the time-dependent SchrOdinger equation for particular initial wave packets. Efficient
and accurate numerical algorithms based on Trotter—Suzuki product formulas are presented. Propagation of light through a
semi-infinite medium with disorder in the transverse directions is studied. It is shown that propagation of wave packets in
one direction coexists with localization in the other two dimensions: We refer to this effect as transverse localization.
Localization properties of quantum particles on fractal networks are investigated for two very well-known tight-binding
models: The quantum percolation model and the fracton model. Spatial behavior of eigenstates is considered in connection
with theoretical predictions of superlocalization. In disagreement with these predictions regular exponential behavior is
found.
1. Introduction tight-binding Hamiltonian describing noninteract-
ing electrons in the presence of site disorder.
1.1. Anderson localization This Anderson model for disorder has been the
subject of extensive theoretical, experimental and
The presence of disorder may strongly affect numerical studies (for reviews see refs. [2,3]).
both the nature of eigenstates and the motion of These have led to the following insights. In d ~ 2
wave packets in otherwise translationally invari- all eigenstates are exponentially localized for any
ant media. For weak disorder e.g. wave packets strength of the disorder. In two dimensions, how-
scatter and motion becomes diffusive. It was first ever, localization lengths become exponentially
realized by Anderson [1] that, for strong disorder, large as the disorder strength goes to zero. For
interference effects of multiple scattered waves three-dimensional systems each given energy re-
have a profound influence on the propagation of quires a critical strength of disorder for eigen-
particles. Because of strong interference effects states to become localized: There exists a mobil-
the particle becomes localized in some region of ity edge separating localized and extended states.
space. The probability of finding the particle out- In the weak-disorder regime, also termed weak
side this region decreases exponentially with dis- localization, perturbative approaches and diffu-
tance. Eigenstates are now said to be localized. sion theories are applicable. Studies along these
This phenomenon is called Anderson localiza- lines have led to a number of important concepts
tion. The simplest model for localization is a in condensed matter physics: e.g. enhanced
backscattering effects and long-range correlation
phenomena (universal conductance fluctuations)
Correspondence to: P. de Vries. Institute for Theoretical in mesoscopic conductors 12,3]. In the limit of
Physics, Nijenborgh 4, 9747 AG Groningen, The Netherlands. strong disorder transport quantities are zero and
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all eigenstates are localized. Asymptotically, one algorithms are presented in section 2. In section 3
then expects an exponential decay [41for the we present a new form of localization of light. We
envelope of localized eigenstates with an energy- demonstrate by solving the TDSE that light in a
dependent localization length. medium with disorder in two directions propa-
The most popular numerical method used to gates freely in one dimension and shows strong
study Anderson localization is the strip-and-bar localization in the other two.
technique combined with finite size scaling analy-
sis [3,5—9].The results of this technique confirm 1.2. Localization and fractal geometry
theoretical predictions for d = 2 and d = 3. The
strip-and-bar technique is based on an exact iter- In recent years, an enormous amount of theo-
ative method for calculating localization lengths retical and experimental work [12,131* has been
in d = 1. To get relevant results for higher di- devoted to the description of vibrational proper-
mensions one extrapolates (quasi-)one-dimen- ties of structures exhibiting fractal characteristics.
sional results using scaling assumptions. A study Static and dynamic properties of fractal geome-
employing direct numerical integration of the tries can be described by a number of different
time-dependent Schrödinger equation (TDSE) on noninteger exponents or dimensionalities. Many
very large disordered lattices has shown [101that studies have concentrated on the dynamics of
for weak disorder this technique among others percolating networks. Percolating systems are Eu-
overestimates the localization length in d  2. clidian on length scales larger than the percola-
It should be noted that Anderson localization tion correlation length ~. For lengths below
is a wave interference phenomenon and not the geometry is fractal and statistically self-simi-
strictly a quantum effect. As such, it also applies lar. With is associated an energy w~ which
to any other kind of wave phenomena. Examples separates two distinct regimes in the density of
are phonons and acoustic or electromagnetic states (DOS) of vibrational excitations. For ener-
(light) waves. In the low-energy limit electrons gies w ~ w~phonon-like behavior is expected:
display s-wave scattering independent of the en- p(w) a w’1~~. For to >> ~ the DOS is no longer
ergy. Classical waves scatter very weakly in this determined by the Euclidian dimension d but by
limit, e.g. the cross-section for Rayleigh scattering the spectral dimensionality d[15,16]: p(w) a
of light is proportional E4. Since localization is The excitations in the latter regime are termed
expected to set in for wavelengths A of the order fractons. The crossover in the DOS from phonon
of the scattering mean free path ~ (the so-called to fracton behavior has been observed in numeri-
loffe—Regel criterion), the latter being inverse cal calculations [17—201and in experiments [141.
proportional to the cross-section, one sees that Alexander and Orbach have conjectured [15]
electrons generally localize easier than classical that d has a universal value of 4 for percolation
waves for low energies. In electronic systems dcc- in d  2. However, numerical calculations [211of
tron—electron interaction effects play an impor- the conductivity exponent for two-dimensional
tant role. In the study of classical waves in disor- percolation are not in agreement with the pre-
dered systems, wave interactions only appear dicted value using d = 4. In addition, it has been
when nonlinear effects are introduced. Weak lo- shown that the spectral dimension is not univer-
calization of light has been studied extensively sal. Experiments [14] and numerical simulations
the past few years (for recent reviews see ref. [22] show that d depends on the microstructure
[11]). Presently, the observation of strong local- of the fractal network. For increasing connectivity
ization of light still remains a challenging goal.
In this work we study localization properties in _______
the strong disorder limit. This is done by solving * The majority of experimental work on percolation systemsin relation with fractal dynamics has been performed on
the TDSE employing a numerical algorithm based .. . . .
silica aerogels. For a short review of these studies involving
on Trotter—Suzuki product formulas. The Trot- neutron, Brillioun and Raman speetroseopie techniques see
ter—Suzuki approximation and product formula ref. [141.
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(e.g. no dangling ends and/or interactions he- should bear in mind that the wave functions (1 .2)
tween particles beyond nearest neighbors) values are defined only on the fractal structure, while r
for the spectral dimension increase. For the back- denotes a Euclidean distance measured in the
bone of percolation clusters one finds [13] d < 4. embedding space. The superlocalization exponent
Moreover, simulations [23J for tensorial elastic dd,(> I) is expected to be related to some rele-
vibrations indicate that d 0.8. Although the vant geometry of paths on the fractal [24—26].
Alexander—Orbach conjecture is probably not cx- Different theoretical values have been proposed
act for all d, it nevertheless turns out to be a very for dd. Levy and Souillard predict [25] dd, =
good approximation for scalar vibrations as flu- > I. where d.,., describes the anomalous diffusion
merical simulations have shown [17—20]. of a classical random walker. Rigorous arguments
Until recently, not much was known about the for the quantum percolation model, see below,
spatial behavior of fractons. The lack of transla- connect [26] d~,to the (static) chemical-length
tional invariance and the presence of geometric exponent ~. Values of the localization exponent
disorder in fractal media suggest that excitations for one arbitrary wavefunction should typically lie
might be spatially localized [3]. In the Euclidian in the interval 1 © d4 © ~. Averaging over all
regime of percolation networks vibrational excita- solutions would then result [26] in regular expo-
tions will follow the usual Anderson localization nential behavior d~,= 1. It has also been pro-
behavior. For fractal geometries it has been sug- posed [24] that d,, = ~, where ~ = d~— I) de-
gested [16] that the relevant dimensionality con- scribes the scaling with distance of the resistivity
cerning localization is=the spectral dimension d. between two points [13]. The resistivity exponent
Since for percolation d = 4, which is smaller than is always smaller than the chemical-length expo-
two, all excitations in the fractal regime (fractons) nent.
are also expected to be localized. The scaling In section 4 numerical calculations of the dy-
model for fractons [12,24] predicts that (scalar) namics of a quantum particle on two-dimensional
fractons are characterized by one single length percolation networks are presented and dis-
scale. The localization length 1(w) and the wave- cussed. Two tight-binding models defined on
length A(w) are assumed to be proportional to these networks are investigated: the fracton
one another and to he of the same order, so that model, equivalent to the classical fractons above.
the former should display the same scaling behav- and the quantum percolation model. The charac-
ior as the latter [12,24]: terization of the spatial behavior of eigenstates
7/1) will he of particular interest. Scaling predictions
l( to) a to . (1 . 1) for the energy dependence of localization lengths,
This behavior is contrary to Anderson localiza- see (1.1), are checked. The asymptotic spatial
tion for electrons, in which localization lengths behavior is investigated.
decrease with decreasing energy.
A very important question is whether fractal 2. Computational techniques
geometry can alter the usual exponential behav-
ior associated with Anderson localization. For 2. 1. Time-dependent Schrödinger equation
localized states in fractals the following asymp- Dynamical properties of quantum models can
totic spatial behavior for the vibrational ampli- be studied fruitfully by solving the time-depen-
tude (or Schrödinger wave function with energy dent Schrodinger equation (TDSE) numerically
E = ~©) has been proposed [24—26] and extracting the desired physical information
—1)/2 ( i from the time development of suitably chosen1I1(rw)fal(w) exp~—~(r/1(w))’~, . ...
- wave packets. Given an initial wave function ‘P(’(1 .2) = 0) the formal solution of the TDSE,
where 1(w) is the energy-dependent localization —
11’(t) = —iJ-iw(t) (2.1)
length and D(~d)is the fractal dimension. One dt
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where H is the Hamiltonian of the model under during the integration procedure. This approach
consideration, is written as also requires the time step r to be sufficiently
small for the numerical method to remain stable,
111(t) = e~°”1I1(t= 0). (2.2) i.e. to assure that errors due to the approximation
and to finite computer precision will not grow
All dynamical information is contained in the exponentially. Construction of unitary approxi-
solution 111(t). mants to exp( — irH) give unconditionally stable
The fundamental problem here is the compu- numerical techniques, because unitarity implies
tation of the unitary evolution operator conservation of the norm of wave functions. The
exp( — itH) for which in general an approxima- Crank—Nicholson method leads to a unitary ap-
tion is needed. Obviously, only Hamiltonians of proximant. This method, however, is an implicit
small systems can be diagonalized numerically one since at each time-step a set of linear equa-
giving all relevant information. This is in particu- tions has to solved or, equivalently, a matrix has
lar a serious drawback for localization problems to be inverted. Due to its implicit character this
where system sizes should be larger than some approach is not very efficient, except for one-di-
typical localization length. Clearly, for (very) large mensional problems.
systems another strategy is required. Depending The approach adopted here is to make use of
on the specific physical property to be studied, generalizations of Trotter’s product formula [31]
several approaches may be possible. For instance, which were first proposed by Suzuki [32,33]. Dur-
the spectrum of a Hamiltonian may be calculated ing the last decade these product-formula approx-
using either recursion (Lanczos) techniques or imants to exponential operators have been instru-
the equation-of-motion method of Alben et al. mental in the rapid and successful development
[27], in which the TDSE is solved numerically and of quantum Monte Carlo methods for quantum-
particular time-dependent solutions are analyzed. statistical lattice models (for a review see ref.
It has been demonstrated that both methods are [34]). A recent development has been the con-
comparable in efficiency provided a high-order struction of accurate and efficient algorithms em-
algorithm is used in the latter case [28]. For the ploying the Trotter—Suzuki approximation scheme
low-order leap-frog algorithm it was shown how to solve the TDSE [35]. Within this approxima-
to correct for various artifacts, so that large time tion it is possible to devise time-step evolution
steps are in fact possible [29]. In connection with operators defined as some ordered product of
applications to models with disorder it has also unitary operators. Therefore, by construction the
been pointed out that the interpretation of prop- approximant to exp( — iTH) is unitary and algo-
agating wave packets is much clearer than that of rithms based on these approximants are uncondi-
wave functions obtained from recursion methods tionally stable. It must be noted that product-for-
[28,30]. mula-type techniques have also been developed
Having chosen a suitable representation or independently for applications in high-resolution
“lattice” for the Hamiltonian H the next step in electron microscopy [36] and problems concern-
an integration procedure for solving the TDSE is ing propagation of light in optical fibers. [37]
to make an approximation for the evolution oper- The method of analysis of solutions 11’(t) de-
ator exp( — iTH) for some time step T. Repeated pends on the physical quantity of interest and
application of this approximate evolution opera- usually is rather straightforward [27,35,38]. Closely
tor then yields the solution 111(t). Usually, either related to this is the choice of the initial wave
a polynomial approximation is made or the function at t = 0.
Crank—Nicholson method is used. The former
approach leads to a non-unitary time-step opera- 2.2. Product-formula algorithms
tor, which does not conserve the norm of the
wave function. In this case the numerical method The basic idea underlying applications of the
may in principle create or annihilate “particles” Trotter—Suzuki approximation is the fact that a
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particular Hamiltonian H can generally be de- can be derived. Because of the r3 dependence
composed into a number of operators {Hk}, where the second exponential operator can be factor-
each operator Hk can independently be diagonal- ized further using a first-order approximant. In
ized analytically. Subsequently, exponential most applications to date eq. (2.6) has been used
time-step operators exp(—iTHk) are computed iteratively. (This is also the case for second-order
straightforwardly. Having chosen a particular de- approximants.) For example, in a fourth-order
composition of the Hamiltonian, H = E~ H~, algorithm a Hamiltonian consisting of kinetic en-
several unitary approximants to the evolution op- ergy T and potential energy V is first decom-
erator exp(—ii-H) as a product of operators posed into H
1 = T and H, = V and, subse-
exp(—iTHk) can be constructed. quently, the kinetic energy T is decomposed fur-
An important characteristic of any algorithm is ther using an odd and even sublattice breakup
its accuracy, which is determined here by the [35]. In the present work eq. (2.6) has been used
“local” error involved with the specific approxi- throughout; no use has been made of split-step
mant to the time-step operator fast Fourier transform techniques.
Very recently, Suzuki developed [42] a new
H ±I
exp( — irH) = U,1( r) + (~(T ). (2.3) approach for obtaining high-order product for-
The index n indicates to which order in the time mula approximants to exp(H1 + .. +H~). A
convenient fourth-order approximant reads [42]
step T the approximant 1/1(T) exactly represents
exp(—iTH). The “global” error on the wave U4(r) = (U,( pr))2U,((l 4p)T)(U,( pT))2.function at time t = m~ is given by the root- (2.7)
mean-square (RMS) error exp( — itH) 111(0) —
(U,(r)Y111’(O) I. Assuming all local errors to add where U~(~)is the second-order approximant
up independently the RMS error can be shown to -(2.5), and p = l/(4 — ~ Note that no commu
be bounded from above by r(fl)tr , where for the
approximants presented below r(~)is the norm of tators appear in this new approximant, so that its
some commutator expression involving the opera- implementation on a computer is easier than that
tors {Hk) [35,39,40]. for eq. (2.6).All of the above approximants are unitary by
The simplest approximant, having a local error
~1(T2), is the first-order approximant construction and yield an unconditionally stable
algorithm conserving the norm of the wave func-
U
1( T) = e’~” eT~ . . ~ e ~ tion. Naturally, the decomposition of the Hamil-
(24) tonian must be such that each exp(—iTHk) can
he diagonalized analytically. In this approach the
Second-order algorithms follow by using sym- computational effort for sparse matrices H scales
metrized expressions [35,41] linearly with system size N for any dimension.
Furthermore, the action of each unitary operator
U,(T) = e_1T/
2hhl . . e’~’2~’~e on a wave function can be chosen such that p irs
of lattice points can be treated independently and
xe~2°~- er~11. (2.5) simultaneously [35]. Because of this parallelism
Since the study of some physical properties in this product-formula algorithms are easily imple-
work require the solution of the TDSE for very mentable on vector processors. It must also be
large times we have used higher-order algorithms, noted that the Hamiltonian does not commute
With H = H~+ H
2 the fourth-order approximant with the approximants (/,(T), so that in principle
[35,41] the energy is not conserved. In practice, however.
the RMS errors on the wave function are much
l]4(r) = e’~~
2°’e~21’~ci 11±2112. ,1G]]/24 larger than tho e on expectation values involving
H. For very long simulations the accuracy in the
— r/21!2 e - ir/21l~, (2.6) energy is still typically at least three digits.
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3. Transverse localization of light where the symbol 11’ has been introduced to
distinguish the solution 11’ of the parabolic ap-
A new form of localization of light is intro- proximation (3.3) from the solution 4~!i)of the
duced in which the wave is propagating in one elliptic problem (3.1), H is defined by
direction but confined in the other two. We call
this effect “transverse localization”. If the index H a2/ax2 + a2/ay2 + k2[n2(x, y) — n~1.(3.4)
of refraction is a random function of (x, y) but is
constant in the positive z direction, it is shown Above, an effective index of refraction n~
that a wave coming in from the negative z direc- fn2(x, y) dxdy/(area) has been introduced. H
tion propagates in the positive z direction and resembles the Hamiltonian for a quantum parti-
expands until the beam diameter becomes of the dc moving in a random potential with zero mean.
order of the transverse localization length. From Hence, it is expected that interference will cause
then on, the beam propagates without further the wave field to be exponentially localized in the
expansion or, in other words, behaves as if it is (x, y) plane. If localization occurs, one expects
going through a “random fiber”. that the incoming wave will not spread in the
It is shown first that the problem can be transverse direction beyond the localization
mapped onto the time-dependent two-dimen- length. Otherwise, the beam will continue to cx-
sional Schrodinger equation with the z coordi- pand. Of course, upon integrating the TDSE (3.3)
nate having the role of time. Consider a medium the solution will have to satisfy requirement (3.2).
of which the index of refraction is homogeneous We emphasize that (3.1) and (3.3) only differ in
in one direction. Propagation of waves through the way the propagation of light in the z> 0
this medium is governed by the scalar Helmholtz direction is described; the properties of the field
equation (for simplicity the scalar form of the in the (x, y) plane are the same for both equa-
Maxwell equation is used) [43] tions [44].
The simulated model consists of a bar of di-
+ k2n2(x, y)4 = 0, (3.1) mensions L x L x L~in which” fibers” of length
where k = 2ir/A, n(x, y) is the index of refrac- d, width d, and height L~are defined. A ran-
tion at the point (x, y, z). In general, n depends domly chosen fraction p of these “fibers” has a
on the angular frequency to = 2’rrc/A. Since only real refractive index n
2 the remainder of the
monochromatic light is considered, the to depen- volume has a real index of refraction n1( < n2). At
dence of n has been omitted. From an experi- the (x, y) plane at z = 0 a Gaussian beam of
mental point of view, it is essential to see how an monochromatic coherent light enters the sample
incoming wave behaves. For this one needs to perpendicularly. The center of the beam coin-
consider a semi-infinite system, instead of an cides with the center of the z = 0 plane. The area
infinite system extending from ~ = — ~ to ~ = on the entrance plane covered by the incident
+ ~. In the latter case, the z dependence of the beam of light is assumed to be much less than the
wave field trivially factors out. Writing for the area L
2 of the entrance plane itself. The Gauss-
former 4(x, y, z)=~i(x, y, z) exp(—ikn
0z) and ian width b of the beam is chosen much larger
employing the argument that if than the wavelength of the light to avoid difficul-
ties in describing the diffraction properties of the
I I I beam. All distances are in units of the wavelength
I—I <<2kn0~—L (3.2) A. The mesh size 6 of the two-dimensional latticeIaz
2I lazi
used in the simulations is chosen such that varia-
eq. (3.1) reduces to the paraxial form of the wave tions of lit as a function of x or y are smooth on
equation a scale of the mesh size. Computations were
carried out with 0.25 A  6  A, up to 76800
2ikn
0— =Hli’, (3.3) “time” steps using lattices of 401 x 401 sites.
Parameters used were b = bA, d = 4A, which is
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not unrealistic, n, = 1 and n2 = 1.25(1.5), the lat- portional to the central second moment of ~Jf 2
ter being within the range of refractive indices of [35], ~(z) a (K11’(z) r
2 ij’(z)) — (111(z) r
existing materials, z  24000A (6000A), and p 11~(z)~))~2,where r is the vector to a point in the
= ~-. (x, y) plane, is a measure for the width of the
Various tests have been performed. For exam- amplitude of the wave field. From fig. 1 one sees
pIe, if there is only one “fiber” with n, >,z~ that initially the wave field expands, essentially as
placed at the center of a large sample (d <<L), a free field for which ~(z) a z, but then it asymp-
waveguide behavior should result. This behavior totically approaches a constant value. The re-
is also found in our simulations. The light is mailing fluctuations reflect the intrinsic interfer-
localized but certainly not as a consequence of ence phenomena (“speckles”). For sufficiently
randomness. Consider next the situation with large z, ~(z) fluctuates around a finite value
“fibers” with refractive index n. placed ran- which is directly proportional to the localization
domly in accordance with the filling factor p (p is length. To test whether the wave field decays
below the percolation threshold p~= 0.5927). For exponentially for large z, ~(z) has also been
A ~ d there is little probability of having ampli- calculated with the fourth moment, and from the
tude traversing through one of the “potential” dashed line in fig. I it can be concluded that the
barriers. In this case the system resembles a col- agreement is good.
lection of fibers varying in size and shape. Within In summary, direct numerical evidence has
each of these waveguides the wave field is, for all been given that a collection of randomly placed
practical purposes, localized in the same sense as scattering “cylinders” or “fibers” will exhibit
above. Evanescent waves are negligible in this two-dimensional strong localization of light.
case. The most interesting situation arises when
A d and p = ~. Then the wave field is able to
“tunnel” through the potential barriers where it 4. Fractal dynamics
can interfere with light that has arrived there by
taking different routes. In all our simulations the 4.1. Tight-binding models
right-hand side of (3.2) was found to be a factor
of 10 larger than the left-hand side, suggesting
that the inequality is reasonably well satisfied. Next, site-percolating networks on L x L
In fig. 1 representative results are presented square lattices are considered. Attention is con-
for the case n-, = 1.5. The solid line being pro- fined to the “infinite” percolating cluster at the
critical percolation concentration p~= 0.593. This
6 .~ /48. Two
- tight-binding Hamiltonians defined on these per-
~ ,~.,.--- colating lattices are studied:
3 H
1 = — V ~ t11(c~c+ cjc,). (4.1)
2
H, = H~+ V~ z1cTc,. (4.2)
iom 2~ 3000 4000 0000 sam /
Z/X where in H~ the summation is over nearest
Fig. I. Width of the wave field f(z) (in units of A) as a neighbors, c~(c~)creates (annihilates) a particle
function of the length of the sample z. Solid line: estimate at site i, V is the interaction constant (set to unity
based on the second moment of I ‘P I - (localized behavior). .
2 in the following) t = 0 or 1 depending on theDashed line: estimate based on the fourth moment of I ‘1’ I .
Dotted line f(z) for a uniform medium p = 0 (ballistic absence or presence of a nearest neighbor and z1
behavior), ~5 the coordination number of site i. The first
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100
Hamiltonian (4.1) corresponds to the quantum
percolation problem describing a binary alloy and 80
has been studied extensively, [45,46]. It can be V
regarded as an Anderson Hamiltonian in which 60 ~ ~.,,
the site energies are chosen randomly to be 0
with probability p and ~ with probability 1 —p. 40 quantum percolation
Therefore, behavior similar to the Anderson ~. o-~cton
model could be expected. At the classical thresh- 20
old p~all quantum states should be localized
with a finite localization length depending weakly 0 0 2 4 6 8 ~
on energy.
The second Hamiltonian (4.2) has an addi- Fig. 2. Averaged central second moment as a function of time
tional random diagonal part in which the site for particles put on one site at t = 0 and propagating onpercolating square lattices. Levelling off indicates localization
energies are proportional to the local coordina- of particles.
tion number. The numbers {z1} can be mapped
one-to-one onto the numbers {t13); both sets of
numbers represent the configuration in question Data shown are averages over fifteen runs on
uniquely. So, the additional randomness intro- 200 X 200 square lattices with mean size N =
duced in the diagonal part of (4.2) is highly corre- 12000. The solid and dashed curves correspond
lated with the off-diagonal term. For this reason to the fracton and quantum percolation model,
Hamiltonian (4.2) cannot be regarded as a regu- respectively. The wave packets initially expand
lar Anderson model and different behavior from very rapidly. Next, for the fracton model, the
(4.1) should be expected. This model can be propagation is diffusion-like ((r
2(t)) a t) during
mapped exactly onto a master equation describ- a certain time interval. Eventually, the second
ing a classical random walker on percolating net- moment tends to become saturated at a finite
works or onto the vibrational problem of such value. For quantum percolation the wave packet
structures; see the fracton model described in becomes localized almost immediately after its
section 1.2 [15]. initial rapid expansion. The second moment flue-
For both models we have computed [47] the tuates around a finite value. Assuming monotonic
density of states. Results were in agreement with exponential behavior for the localized eigen-
theory and previous numerical calculations. For states, the central second moment reads (r2) =
the fracton model, in particular, the lower band 612. For quantum percolation one thus obtains
edge exhibited the power-law behavior p(E) for the wave packet l 3.5, a value well below
a E~”2~~2LE .~0), where, in accordance with the system sizes used. For this model a smooth en-
conjecture d= 4, it was found that J= 1.34 ± ergy dependence of the localization length is cx-
0.02 [47]. pected. For fractons the localization length l(E)
diverges at the lower band edge (0 <E < 1) as
4.2. Localization properties E~’~2’~,see (1.1). The diffusive behavior and the
seemingly slow convergence to a finite value of
Whether states are localized or not can be the second moment may then be attributed to the
investigated by considering the propagation of low-energy eigenstates participating in the wave
wave packets. Constructing wave packets of small packets. At time t = 10000, however, the wave
sizes at t = 0 and measuring central second mo- packet clearly can be considered to be localized.
ments <r2(t)> of the time-dependent probability Wave packets can also be constructed by diag-
distributions I 1Jf(T, t) I 2 gives an insight into the onalizing a small M X M (M ~ N) subsystem. In
nature of the eigenstates. In fig. 2 results are this way the spectral content of wave packets can
presented for the case that the particle initially is more or less be_adjusted. The energy uncertainty
put on one site near the center of the lattice. UE ~<H2) — (H)2 is a measure for the spec-
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tral width. For these wave packets similar charac- ~ 200) used. As expected, for quantum percola-
teristics were observed [47]. tion a smooth behavior as a function of energy is
The energy dependence of localization lengths found. For this model results are an even func-
is investigated employing a technique in which tion of energy (the hand center is at E = 0). All
averaged inverse participation numbers (IPN) are states are localized with a finite localization length
computed using all the relevant eigenstates of the of the order l 5. The density of states has two
lattice. This technique involving solutions of the inner tails or gaps at the center of the hand
TDSE has been developed by Weairc and explaining why I decreases as I E -~ 0.
Williams [381. The inverse participation number The fracton model exhibits a power-law behav-
of a normalized eigenstate ~ is defined by ior at the lower band edge (E < 1) in accordance
4 with theory [15,16]. For energies E> I localiza-
= E cb(r1) . (4.3) tion lengths are of the order of the lattice unit.
I Extending the approach of Weaire and Williams,
For extended states .9’ scales with the number of an improved analysis for very low energies of
lattice sites; for localized states (with arbitrary IPN, and a higher-order generalization, gave d =
dth) .9’ 1(E)”. One should note that IPN de- 1.23 ±0.12 and d = 1.38 ±0.12, respectively [48].
pend on the precise shape of the wave function. These values are in agreement with the eonjec-
Amplitude fluctuations may modify absolute val- tured value d = 4. The conclusion is that at the
ues of the IPN. Employing scaling result (1.1) in lower band edge localization lengths of fractons
the_case of fractons, .9’(E) should behave like do indeed scale as E~”
2”. Recent calculations
—1 ‘ ‘ . . .
E “-. Verifying this scaling result thus amounts [49,50] have also confirmed this scaling behavior.
to computing the fracton exponent d from IPN.
In fig. 3 participation numbers .9’ as a function 4.3. Asymptotic spatial hehai’ior of wales
of energy are shown for the two models. The bars
on the energy are a measure of the energy inter- To test the various predictions concerning the
val determining .9’. Finite-size effects are unim- superlocalization exponent (see eq. (1.2)) the
portant, since participation numbers are much asymptotic spatial decay of excitations is investi-
smaller than the lattice sizes (100 x 100 and 200 gated for the two models. For percolation clusters
in two dimensions, predicted values for the expo-
nent d,,, are, respectively, d
11, = ~ = 1.43. d,~=
~C 1.13, and d~=~=0.975[13,21,25,26,51].
00 ~ r , p--- --~ , ~. 1 To simplify the analysis, one-dimensionally
a quantum percolation integrated probability distributions 1(x) =
80 b fructon I ~(x, ~ 2 and 1(y) = ~(x, v)I 2 of wave
packets lJt are studied [521. From the spatial
k 30 ~-, characteristics of wave packets the behavior of
~/, 5 eigenstates is inferred. The propagating wave
40 ~‘., .• packets can be expressed in terms of eigenstates
0 *~•... (~,,} and energy eigenvalues (E,,} as
20 a exp(—iL t)~,, where (a ) are expansion
0 - coefficients. By time averaging the probability
1 - 2 3 4 distributions 111(t)I 2 one finds that the resulting
IF I spatial behavior is determined by the “incoher-
Fig. 3. Participation numbers as a function of energy. •: ent” sum ~ In the calculation of the
averaged data from six runs on bOX 100 lattices with mean Green’s function a particle is put on the center of
size N = 3400. •: single run on a 200 >< 201) lattice with size the lattice at t = 0. In this case the wave packetsN = 12064. Error bars not shown have the size of the symbols.
Lines are guides to the eyes. Participation numbers are a contains contributions form the whole spectrum.
measure for the localization length of eigenstates. For a spectrum with comparable finite localiza-
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tion lengths, as is the case for the quantum perco-
lation model, see previous section, the asymptotic io2 -
decay of wave packets is similar to that of its
constituents and is determined by some typical 1. io~ -
For the fracton model this argument only strictly 1 ~-4 -
holds for packets with components that do not lie I
at E 0. The latter can be achieved by diagonal- 1 0~ .
izing a small M x M (M <<L) subsystem. In this io_6 / .2
way the energy uncertainty, as measured by o-~=
(H2) — (H)2, can be reduced greatly, indicating ~
—100 —75 —50 —25 0 25 50 75 100
that participating eigenstates lie substantially in a
small energy interval. In the previous subsection Fig. 5. Time-averaged one-dimensionally integrated probabil-(also see fig. 2) the propagation of wave packets ity distributions 1(x) and l(y) for a wave packet with (H) =
has been discussed. 0.19 and o~= 0.05. Initial state was obtained by diagonalizing
In fig. 4 the time-averaged probability distribu- a 19 X 19 subsystem for the fracton model. Dashed curve:
tion I 4(I(x) + I(y)) is presented for particles I(y). Two basic features are clearly shown: a short-ranged
put initially on one site for the quantum percola- bulk-like structure and asymptotic tails.
tion model. The result represents averages over
twenty runs performed on 200 x 200 percolating
lattices at p,~with mean size N = 12000. Wave and energy uncertainties uE employing both the
packets were evolved in time up to t = 10000. fracton model and the quantum percolation
The distributions exhibit exponential-like behav- model.
ior. For the fracton model exponential-like tails For the two models probability distributions
were also found for the averaged Green’s func- generally show two basic structures. The majority
tion distribution, of the probability is localized in “microclusters”
In fig. 5 probability distributions 1(x) and 1(y) which are attached to the macroscopic cluster by
of a wave packet with (H) = 0.19 and 0’E = 0.05 a few bonds. This feature has also been demon-
are presented for the fracton model. This state strated by recent calculations [49] on the fracton
was obtained by diagonalizing a 19 X 19 subsys- model. The second basic structure is the asymp-
tern. Exponential-like tails can be seen. A pro- totic behavior displaying exponential-like tails.
nounced decrease in probability is clearly ob- This behavior is similar to a particle localized in a
served. Similar results have been obtained for potential well having random size and shape. The
wave packets having different mean energies (H) size of the random potential well essentially de-
termines the localization length as calculated in
the previous subsection with IPN. Outside the
A
well the probability distribution asymptotically
~ —2i ° - - exhibits exponential decay. The boundaries of
io~ - such a “microcluster” may be reflected in a pro-
- nounced decrease in probability as seen in fig. 5.
Depending on the local geometry steps, small
“plateaus” and anisotropic tails may be observed.
- In order to compute d~,auto-correlation func-
io~ - tions C
11(R) of I are considered [52]. If I dis-
1 ~~-8 plays exponential decay with a localization length
i00 75 50 —25 0 25 50 75 100 1, C11 behaves as R exp(—R/l) for large R. In fig.
x 6 auto-correlation functions C11(R)/R of time-Fig. 4. Time-averaged probability distribution of the Green’s
function for the quantum percolation model. Average over averaged probability distributions of the Green’s
twenty runs. Exponential-like tails are observed, functions corresponding to quantum percolation
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ploying the same technique as Yakubo et al. [49],
~ io~-~ quantum percolation - has displayed these asymptotic exponential-like
~ ~ - frocton - tails. Calculations performed on Sierpinski car-
- “\~ pets [54] have also displayed exponentially local-
4 ~ ized behavior. Exponential behavior for the
10 - ~ - asymptotic spatial decay of eigenstates of the
10 - --~-----_ - quantum percolation model and fracton model
- ~.--, was also inferred by Li et al. [50], using the
10~ - ~ strip-technique (see section 1.1). With the same
_____________ ______ technique and using an additional scaling as-
0 20 40 50 80 100 sumption involving d,~,it was inferred [55] re-
R ,, cently that superlocalized behavior for fractons
Fig. 6. Auto-correlation functions of time-averaged probability . .
distributions of the Green’s function for the quantum percola- does exist with d,~= ~. This result is clearly not
lion model and fracton model. C1, is normalized at R = 0. in agreement with the above-mentioned direct
Exponential behavior of C,, indicates exponential behavior of numerical computations [48,53,54] of wave func-
eigenstates. tions. In these studies, wave functions were calcu-
lated in real space on lattices large enough to
accomodate the localized solutions without invok-
(see fig. 4) and fractons are shown. Both curves ing any finite-size scaling assumptions.
have been computed from an average of twenty Some Raman scattering experiments [14] have
runs. Exponential-like behavior is seen. For the been interpreted in such a way that indications
fracton model there is a cross-over at a certain for superlocalization seem to have been observed.
length scale from exponential behavior with a It has been shown [56], however, that the theoret-
localization length comparable to the quantum ical expressions employed in fact do not contain
percolation case to exponential behavior with a the exponent d,~, at all. Moreover, matrix dc-
much larger localization length. This cross-over ments of averaged wave functions on fractal
reflects the two “regimes” of localization lengths structures may very well not be equal to averaged
displayed in fig. 3. The asymptotic spatial behav- matrix elements of fractal wave functions [56,57].
ior is determined by the eigenstates with 1(E) a It seems that it is not yet clear how to describe
E~~/
2D.A best fit for the data for quantum properly the scattering of light from fractal struc-
percolation gives d,~= 0.98 ±0.04. For the frac- tures [57]. Numerical simulations [57] of Raman
ton model one finds d
4 = 0.99 ±0.05. For fig. 5 scattering for the fracton model gave results which
and many other wave packets for both models are inconsistent with any of the usual theoretical
d,,, 1 is obtained. These results are not in agree- descriptions.
ment with the theoretical predictions for d~.No The simple parametrization (1.2), together with
evidence for the idea of superlocalization on frac- eq. (1.1), may not be sufficient to characterize
tal lattices has been obtained, completely excitations and matrix elements of
Using other methods Yakubo et al. [49] have eigenstates on fractals; additional exponent(s)
found d4 2.3 for the fracton model. This value may be required [56]. It has also been pointed out
was obtained by averaging many eigenstates and [26,531 that alerage and typical wave functions
does not agree with any of the predicted theoreti- are not necessarily the same.
cal values. As discussed above, there are gener- Summarizing our work, we have demonstrated
ally two basic structure for the eigenstates: a that eigenstates of two models defined on perco-
short-scaled “bulk”-like probability distribution lating clusters in two dimensions are localized
and an asymptotic exponential-like tail. Yakubo due to the intrinsic disorder in the geometry. For
et al. did not observe the latter structure. The the fracton model, the energy dependence of
value d4, 2.3 is probably due to averaging the localization lengths at the lower band edge was
short-scaled structure. A recent analysis [531,em- shown to agree with theory. Analysis of the
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